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Governor Mills will retUFh home toAtlanta, Ga., Sept. 1. The Demo- 1. Colonel
Kansas City,
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convention today adopted Roosevelt ended his Kansas invasion
down
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important opinions and af they are not letting up a bit in their
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resolution endorsing Hoke Smith, with an address in Kansas City, Kanter a session that was a most remark-- ! efforts to make that success a surety. ence agreed with him. "Von must sup-- a former
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Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
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Every man on it is considered a very
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strong man and with the party united
men against typhoid. Those men who furtlher
give Colonel Roosevelt a luncheon at
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dictions are that a majority of 600 or speak
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Where
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being made to make the visit as inreduces cases of typhoid to
To make this victory sure, the Re- all of the
count for any candidate, mandamus
speakers who have been election. He Is an uncle of Mrs. W.
and deaths from typhoid to one-haand not quo warranto is the proper publican leaders have not been sitting touring the county, to join in a big H. Pope, wife of Chief Justice Pope, formal as possible.
Republican Favor Protection to Labor.
the ordinary figures and the vaccine remedy to enforce
of Roswoll.
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Who He Is.
authorities. Adjutant General Brookes of such ballots
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their mouths and are on the go from and George Armijo went to Cerrillos
law.
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Hoke Smith was born at Xewton, of workingmen, Colonel Roosevelt totherefore, zealous not to leave any2. After ballots have been tendered morning to night. Everywhere, the Reyesterday to stir things up and all of N. C, In 1S33, and was educated in the day heartily endorsed the passage of
thing undone to protect the health of by the voter ,and deposited in tine publican candidates for delegates to them
will talk on the issues of the preparatory school conducted
his a
the New Mexico guard, which will ballot box the
function the constitutional convention have day. Jose D. Sena expects to join father. He moved to Georgia inby1872. act.federal workingman's compensation
leave for the encampment at Atasca-dero- , to
This Is one of the chief planks
reject ballots given election judges met with the enthusiasm that their them at Madrid tonight and there a He married Miss Birdie Cobb, the of
the Kansas state platform recently
California, on September 15, has by C. L. Sec. 1665., 1668, becomes ex popularity deserves. The speeches in
Colof General T. R. Cobb, and adopted.
lively meeting is likely to be held.
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itics he has been quite active. In 1882 was successful in
in New Mexico have thus far while disclosing the
Big Meeting Saturday.
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the stirring variety.
But the climax o the carapaign, the he was a delegate to the Democratic trol It would result In cutting down
applied for postal savings bank sta- tain ballots, affirmatively shows tlhat speeches
trim'coffin
nma, wm he reached Sat- - state convention and a delegate to the wages. That is not so. All we strugtions and five banks for postal sav- these have not been counted for any haven't struck a town of
we do not expect to. urday nignt when the new COHrt house Democratic
national convention in
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so
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impressed Grover Cleveland that industries."
ject to mandamus requiring them to
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk left reassemble and count such omitted didates to the constitutional conven- the candidates for delegates to the Mr. Smith was tendered the secretaryMr. Roosevelt in strong terms then
and
Poballots
Tuesday
tion by their
Mills, ship of the interior.
for Bernalillo last evening, and
convention and by Governor
ballots.
advocated the passage of the federal
come."
to
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liceman Rafael Gomez was bound for
O.
Bursum
H.
majorities
heavy
Attorney
chairman
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Smith a Real Orator.
The writ of mandamus will not
employer's liability law, " 'Tis not
!
that point today to be a witness in a require the performance of an act be
A. B. Renehan and others.
On a Tour.
In 1907 he was elected governor of fair," he said, "that a man working on
is
Fornotf
murder hearing. Captain
Club Georgia, after one of the most bitter a
yond the power of the respondent or
The tour of the orators has been a1 The Young Men's Republicn
railway, who loses his arm should
expected to return from Bernalillo to- dependent upon the will of a third thorough one and by Saturday nearly will turn out at this meeting and this and remarkable campaigns in the hisd
pay all of the penalty by being
night.
person not a party to the suit.
all his life, while the railway
every precinct will have been visited means that the interest of the future tory of that state or of the south. For
The relator Felix H. Lester was and "touched up with the oratorical leaders of the party will be given the an entire year Hoke Smith toured the pays nothing. 'Tis not fair that a girl
DENVER WILL VOTE ON
Democratic candidate for the office of fireworks." Yesterday Hon. T. B. Cat cause. The attendanec of young men state and spoke In every county. With working in a factory, which renders
$8,000,000 'BOND ISSUE.
mayor of Albuquerque at the spring ron. Benjamin F. Pankey and Marce- - at such a meeting Is always desirable, a powerful voice, a strong constitution her liable to suffer an injury that
to Glorleta where because there Is always an Inspiration and a remarkable mind worthy of the shall make her maimed for life and
Proceeds to Be Used for Construction election. Dr. Elder was the Republi lino A. Ortiz went
can candidate. The official returns they spoke in the afternoon. Then at In the enthusiasm of youth. It is ex- well trained lawyer that he was, Mr, no one else to bear the burden for her.
of Municipal Water Plant Ingave Elder 1 plurality, but Lester pray night they visited Lamy. At both pected that many ladies will also at- Smith carried everything before him. The burden should be distributed.
junction Denied.
were held. tend the meeting and seats will doubtAs a public speaker Mr. Smith is When a workingman is killed or ins
Lew-Ied) writs of mandamus directing the places rousing meetings
Denver, Colo., Sept. 1. Judge
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largely because he . never jured in his employment, he should
boards
election
Second
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Mr. Pankey
particularly
in federal court today refused to
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by
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apt retort for his adversaries or any has suffered, and it should be the
holders of .bonds of the Denver Union which he alleged they had failed to
of those in the audience.
mocount.
During the duty of the government to see he is
The
court
sustained
said
Water Company against the holding
campaign in Georgia, and in which a paid, too."
of an election on September 6, for the tions, peremptory writs were allowed
member of the New Mexican's editorIn his introductory remarks, Colonel
IN
purpose of authorizing an issue of and appeals taken to the supreme
ial staff participated, reporting several Roosevelt said he wanted the people
remaining in
$8,000,000 in bonds for the construc- court,
of Mr. Smith's speeches for a Georgia of Kansas to understand Ihe is far from
office. The opinion is by Chief Justice
tion of a municipal water plant.
paper, Mr. Smith never failed to tell being the enemy of great Industrial
Pope. The opinion, an exhaustive one,
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anecdotes in his inimitable way and enterprises. "I am their friend, proholds "that the writ was improvident- WAS MARRIED TWICE;
IS MARRIED THRICE. ly granted, at least insofar as it di
caught the audience from the start vided they are decently and honestly
by his brand of humor worthy of a conducted," he said, "I ask that the
Washington, Sept. 1. Austin B. rects returns not within the power of
big business man be fair to his emMr. Dooley.
and
Chamberlain, 68 years old, of Austin, respondents to be amplified by them."
Men
Starvation
Face
Heads
Governor
His Answer to Howell.
ployes and fair to the people, if he is
Texas, secretary general of the suAs the writ had not included the Renegade
ts
Are in a Decidedly Ugly
Band of Filipino
One of the familiar expressions ol that, I will do all I can to help him.
degree Scot- city clerk into whose custody the bal
preme court, thirty-thir- d
in opposing Hoke If he is not, I will do my best to see
Clark
tish Rite Mason, of 'the southern jur- lot boxes had been placed, It was inHowell,
Mood
.
Smith was, "If this Is not true, I am I that he Is,"
isdiction, entered upon his third mat effective..;; The probable procedure of
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.
rimonial venture when he married the attorneys of Elder will now be to
willing to get out of the race for govMrs. Emma C. Fletcher, 44 years old, asK'for a writ of mandamus on the
mass
monster
ernor."
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Before
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of Beaumont, Texas. This is the city clerk to certify to the face of the OCCUPIES TOWN
meeting in Atlanta Mr. Howell made
bride's second marriage.
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returns.
a similar assertion and Hoke Smith,
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making a gesture like brushing a
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Collisions
The O'Neill Case.
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to
and
Constabulary Hurrying
mosquito aside said: "Mr.
Georgia
In case No. 1324, Michael O'Neill,
Movement Compli- and Battle Expected
about getting out of the
Howell
talks
F
IDEA
appellant, vs. F. J. Otero, special
cate Situation.
Hourly.
race, why he isn't even In the race
coun
Fe
from
Santa
master, appellee,
he wont carry two counties." Smith
ty, the judgment of the lower court
carried
1.
Georgia by such an overwelm-In- g
1.
An
strike
The
i3 sustained.' The case involved the
Bilbao, Spain, Sept.
uprising
Manila,
Sept.
of Greater New
majority that it did seem he was Population
Square Deal," "York," "Gold Coin" against the government is reported situation U alarming. The funds of the
race.
man
in
the
York Will Be About
and "Zinc Blend" in the Oerrillos Min from the province of Nueva Viscaya men are exhausted, and the strikers the only
In an ugly mood. Collisions with
ing district, southern Santa Fe county, and constabulary officers are hurrying are
4,500,000 .
OF
Slated for Advisor to Regent which had been relocated by Joseph to the scene and a battle is expected the police and strike breakers are con- MINING MAN DIESHEART
DISEASE.
Many factories
DeLallo, who conveyed them to Mich hourly. The rebel movement is head- tinually occurring.
of, the1 Celestial
Telluride, Colo., Sept. 1 Adolph
eal O'Neill the appellant in this cause. ed by Simeon Mandac, a former gov- are closed and. work in the harbor has
OF BROOKLYN
40 years old, entered the Bel- FINE GROWTH
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been
are
wholly
suspended. Troops
The syllabus says:
Empire
ernor of the province of Ilocos Norte
9 o'clock in tihe mornmont
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at
cordon
of
and
a
who has long been a fugitive from Jus- being concentrated
1. The attempt of an agent employ
soldiers has heen thrown about the ing and fell asleep in his chair. He
'
.
ed to do the annual assessment work tice.
sat there all day, while games were It Has 1,634,351 Inhabitants, a
LAND on a mining claim, after failure or in
city to prevent the entry of strikers
WOULD BE TOPSY-TURV- Y
of
town
a
Mandac occupied Solano
going on around him, until 6 p. m.,
Tremendous Gain
from
districts.
other
tentional neglect to do such work, to about 6,000 inhabitants. The telewhen friends, trying to arouse him,
'Strike.
Since 1900
have
of
Sympathy
north
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such
Bayonong
even
graph
relocate the claim
though
found he was dead and had been for
tots of Fun Ahead for Chinese attempted relocation Is made in the been cut and it is impossible to Saragosa, Spain, Sept. 1. Twenty-tw- o several hours. Heart disease was the
workmen's
organizations today cause. He was a miner and recently
name of a third party from whom the learn the number of Mandac's followIf the Plan Is Adopted
Washington, Sept. 1 The
Is doubted however, that tlhe declared a general strike in sympathy sold some claims for .several
ers.
It
thou-antitle
obtains
by
bureau
tonight will giv
agent subsequently
as Suggested.
uprising is serious. Mandac, while with the strike at Bilbao.
dollars. He has a brother, Gus, ment of the populat'
deed, is fraud upon his principal.
In State or Siege.
governor, subjected a prisoner to such
New York. No advr
in Denver.
2. One who takes advantage or his severe
"third degree" examination
Madrid, Sept. 1. In view of the
New York, Sept. 1. According to
forthcoming, but it l
as agent and representative that he died. The
position
Bilconfrom
was
and
strike
Dr. Williams Edgar Glel, who has just
governor
rioting reported
BOY BORN TO DR. '
estimate of increase i
another
and
fraudulently
of
thereby
to
victed of homicide and sentenced
bao, the government is considering
returned from China, where he spent
AND MRS. B. C. HYDE. cent will be close to th
a year studying the situation In that obtains title 'to certain mining claims 14 years Imprisonment. He appealed the advisability of declaring that city
Kansas
City,
Sept. 1. The long ex- would make tlhe popuk
conscience
equity and good
and jumped bond.
in a state of siege.
country; Colonel Roosevelt pay be which in
of
a child to Mrs. B. If this is correct, It wi.
birth
pected
asked to accept the post of advisor belong to his principal, will be chargClarke Hyde, whose husband is under New York's position as i
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trustee
ed'
as
a
in
equity
to the Vegent of China at a very large
"Last evening the east side had the ALL FOREST FIRES IN
life sentence in prison for the murder city In the world, and almost ap.
of
his
principal.
WASHINGTON EXTINGUISHED. of Colonel Thomas Swope, occurred proach rivalry with London.
salary. J When Dr. Glel left Pekln on
pleasure of hearing the Initiative, refThis sustains the judgment of the erendum and recall discussed by Hon.
August! 1, he said it was current goS'
Seattle, Sept. 1. All forest fires In this morning. Dr. Hyde was not at Brooklyn Makes Tremendous Gain in
sip that the political circles of the lower court which implied that O'Neill Eusebio Chacon and Manuel Pacheco Washington have been extinguished the bedside when the child, a boy,
Population.
palace) authorities are considering the had neglected to do the assessment on one side and the Republican party or are lipder control the result of was born, but arrived two hours later,
Washington, Sept. 1. The nonula- proposition to engage Colonel Roose work on the claims Involved so that cussed on the other side by the Hon. copious rains which had been falling escorted by deputies. Dr. Hyde was tion of Brooklyn, N. Y., Is 1,634,351.
velt t:o assist In piloting the country
Felix Martinez and J. C. Lucero."
throughout the western slope of the allowed to remain at home two hours an Increase of 467,769 or 40.16 per
through a rather stormy period.
(Continued on Pace Eight.
Cascade mountains since yesterday. and was then taken back to jail.
Raton Dally Range.
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And false the light on Glory's
As fading hues of Even,

1

plume,

And love, and Hope, and Beauty's
bloom,
Are blossoms gathered from the tomb,
There's nothing bright but Heaven.

Bobolink
ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

,IliilO!!SfiS3S

UP.

BOUND

THIS WORLD IS ALL A FLEETING!
SHOW.
This world is all a fleeting show,
For man's illusion given;
The smiles of joy, the tears of Woe
Deceitful shine, deceitful Row
There's nothing true, but Heaven!

Four

Pansy

DAILY

Poor wand'rers, of a stormy day!
From wave to wave, we're driven,
And Fancy's flash, and Reason's ray,
Serve but to light the troubled way
There's nothing calm but Heaven.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Moore.

Minter Grocery
y
V

toutheait

CALL

Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

Co.

Telephone

No. 4C

SEE FOR YOURSELF

HQ

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, w ntchwi. Clocks

Jewelry . S ver ware,
i1

I )eco-rat- ad

Noreltles,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Ohltm

THUf

M

Established 1856.

pitz

JEWELER

1. V'

Incorporated 1903

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
929
cure or your money back.

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

MINOR CITY TOPICS

-

every description.

Colo.,
Denver,
Sept. 1.
The forecast ia generally fair
tonight and Friday with not
much change in temperature.

Otero County Advertiser Changes
Hands The Otero County Advertiser
at Alamogordo, has been acquired by
Vaudeville and Pictures at the Elks'
a corporation, will be much enlarged
scream from start to finish tonight.
and improved and issued as a straight A
The Fine Musical Program, the exDemocratic paper.
cellent picture show and other attracnext Monday night
Killed By the Heat Jonn a. nanus, tions at the Elks'
should draw an immense crowd.
aged 48 years, died of the Iheat yesterPresbyterian Woman's Aid Society
day at Phoenix, Arizona, before medThe Presbyterian Woman's Aid So
ical help could reach him. He was
ciety will meet tomorrow afternoon
employed as a carpenter.
at the home of Mrs. A. J. Fischer.
Will Brink Back Murder
Suspect
Spikes and Kerr in the $1250 musiSheriff Abe Hixenbaugh of Colfax
count yh has gone to Chicago to bring cal act at the Elks' tonight. Prices the
back with him Savo Motoreitzitch, same, 10 and 15 cents.
Maximum Was Only 70 Degrees
charged with killing Tomo Toniich at.
Get out your spring overcoat, for the
Raton.
maximum yesterday was only 70 de- Issued-Ju- ana
Licenses
Mariage
and the minimum was 20 de
grees
Gallegos, aged 30, and Benito Salazar,
The average
relative
lower.
aged 39, were granted a marriage li- grees
cense at Las Vegas. A license was humidity was 72 per cent and the
2
hours ending at 6
also issued to Antonia Gonzales, aged precipitation for
was 0.02 of an
o'clock
this
morning
of
and
Pablo
IS,
Herrera, aged 32,
inch of rain. It was cloudy in the
Pecos.
forenoon with a light rain in the early
Delegates to Good Roads Associa- - morning but the day was clear and
Automobile
tion The New Mexico
There
in the aftt rnoon.
Association has appointed the follow- pleasant
were showers in the distance in the
ing delegates to the Fntormountain ialternoon and at night. A year ago
Good Roads Association which
will
the weather was more of the'
meet at Ogden, Utah, on September today
summer variety, for the maximum
23: F. B. Schwantker, Dr. W. G. Hope.
was i a degrees and the minimum ub.
E. A. Cahoon, of Roswell: W. A. ChapBig Change of Pictures at the Elks'
man of Raton, and W. E. Booker of
All subjects good ones.
tonight.
Las Cruces.
western comedy;
Willie,
Daisies,
Prisoner Will Return Entirely Un- drama; The Borrowed
attended "A. G. Pierce, arrested in t'nceb iu aim 10 ceni4. Baby, comedy.
El Paso on telegraphic advice from
Chart Now Open Chart is now op
Las Cruces, will act as his own guard
to that place if he keeps an agreement en at Fischer's Drug Store, for the
made witih the sheriff of Dona Ana concert and moving picture .show to
be given at the Elks' theater next
county. Pierce was arrested by city
your
Exchange
detectives and the officers of Las Monday evening.
Cruces notified to that effect. Later tickets for reserved seats early and
avoid the jam at the doors. No exira
they had a conference with Pierce
over the long distance telephone and charge for reserved seats.
an agreement was reached whereby
(Continued on Page igr.L)
the fugitive agreed to return without
the formality of an officer coming afRED CROSS STAMPS ARE
ter him." El Paso Times.
TO BE SOLD AGAIN,
When Merit Wins
When the medicine you take cures
Arangements for the sale of Red
your disease, tones up your system Cioss Chriswas Seals lor 1910 were
and makes you feel better, stronger announced in a bulletin issued today
and more vigorous than before. That by the National Association for the
is what Foley Kidney Pills do for you, suuly ana Prevention of i uueicuiosis
in all cases of backache, headache, ana the American Ked Crosy. "A mil
nervousness loss of appetite, sleep- lion ior Tuberculosis" will be the slolessness and a general weakness that gan of the lylO campaign.
Two features of the sale this year:
caused by any disorder of the kid
aie unique and will bring considerneys or bladder. The Capital
able capital to the tuberculosis fighters.
The American
National
Red
Cross is to issue the stamps as In
NOBLE SPANISH WOMAN
PREFERS AMERICAN MEN. former years, but this organization
with
New York, Sept. 1. "I prefer the will work in close
American type of man to any other in the National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis, whicli
the world," says Senorita Rosario
ol
youngest daughter of the late body will share in the proceeds
the sales. The charge to local assoMarquis de Campo Allegro, Count
of Spain, the king's councilor. ciations for the use of the national
The inclination of this young pro stamps has been reduced also from 20
per cent which will
tegee of Mrs. Frank Leslie toward the per cent to 12
American man is not because of his mean at least ?50,000 more for tuberappearance, his regular features, his culosis work in all parts of the Unitexcellent
build and his courteous ed States.
The stamps are to be designated as
manner, but because of his
"Red Cross Seals" this year and are
"All one has to do on arriving here," to be placed on the back of letters
she comments, "is to observe the im instead of on the front.
The National Conference of Tuber
mense buildings, the labyrinthine de
partment stores, the traffic the glare, culosis Secretaries through its presithe noise, the movement man hust dent, John A. Kingsbury of New York,
ling and bustling in every sphere of has issued a letter calling upon an
assolife and labor to realize the true state and local
ciations to unite with the National Asvalue of American men."
sociation for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
and the Red
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re Cross Society in the sale of Christ
ward for any case of Catarrh that can mas seals and the extermination of
tuberculosis. Every effort will be
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh C're.
made to discourage the use of local
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
stamps and to encourage the distribu
F.
have
known
We, the undersigned,
and be- tion of the national stickers. It is exJ. Cheney for the last 15 yes
In all pected that over 430
lieve him perfectly honorable
business transactions' and financially associations and hundreds of Red
able to carry out any obligations made Cross societies in every state of the
Union will unite in the sale of Christ
by his firm.
mas seals.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop'i
H's Catarrh Cure Is taken Intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood stop Headache, womanly pains, any
and mucous surfaces of the system. pain anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
druggist or doctor about this formula
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
it's fine. Sold by The Capital
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con
pation.

THESE
MUST

i

-

Don't Delay

BE SOLD
Buy Now While we have

a good

assortment.

IFOR

j

MANUFACTURER

e."E..1S

"A",

SELIGMAN BR0SC0.

"I have used your valuable Cascarets
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recom
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them m tne
family." Ed ward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.
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DRY GOODS
,IN THE
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CITY.
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF WORK

IS

OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw fuis, of all kinds

FRANK F. GORMLEY
PHONE
BLAOK

SANTA FE, N, M,

JQ

OANON
ROAD

43g

"""

Yf?ri1"1'',"ll''riflr'

ExTraf

"'

Vim.nl

ii

W,s;w

i

-'

MULLIGAN & RISIIG
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
daphoneht 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

P1LVAE0B

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

'

2

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Fnld Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

flay,

LEO

HERSCH

Gram, Potatoes,

Salt and

.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

rlnSI CUSS
HACK SERVICE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

satisfaction assured

corrick'shackunejskVo,

Jffll

m

Saddle Horses

There'll be no Guess Work When You Buy Your Hardware From Us.
..We Know Which Brands Will Stand the Hard Wear.
When You Need Anything in Hardware, From a Carpent Tack Up,
Come to Us. You'll Find it in Our Store.
We Do Business on the Square.
hoT If it's

Hardware

WSJS

We have it.

WHOLESALE
Af D RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Icreened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

hawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot
Telephone 85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Ijo you.know whether
you have an absolute title to (tfae property
hlcb you dowLowd?

"KSfi S'"' THE SHTI FE ABSTRACT1
Catron Block

DiAMONos m
'

Right Coods
Right Servic

'

yj,

Santa Fe, N, M

Tel Black

Q YQ P8 TZ

WATC HES

MANUPACTURIR

MEXICAN

i

P

FILIGREE

JcWbLKT

76

1

Fitted by ttp-lDate Methods

1

Cut Glass. China and Silverware

1 345 San Francisco St.

SAKTA

.

1.

M.
"M'ilrl

t"lHrt AfA 11 t tTI ke
irni iAlllin in
l Ul 1 UILL UW11 UUUll the claim that we sell better goods than any one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
Phone Trade here tor n hs"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
Phone "WSUr?!
8 i
faction others bet.
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
i
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r
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n
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r
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and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"
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REWARDS

If You Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will llterest
You.

THOSEWHQ

"
pain in the
Ever have a
back?
In the "small," rig at over the hips?
That's the home it backache.
It's caused by sfck kidneys.
That's why Down's Kidney Pills
"low-dawn-

Price

BIGS

50

Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agetts for the United
Re:nember

take

no

the nlme

Doan's

and

ether.

Notice For publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office afl Santa Fe, N. M.
August 15, 1910.
.Forest Reserve. 0357 Not Coal..
Notice is hereby giyen that Emery
C. Arnold, of Pecos, )X. M., who on
enAugust 26, 1904, madd homestead
try (Serial 03857), N& 8044, for SB.
NW.
S1.
NW.
E
Section 11, Tiwnshlp 17 N.;
SW.
4

2

4

Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of .'intentioil ?.u make final
five year proof, to est! lish claim to
the land above descrlba before Kegister and Receiver, ,'at l 'U fe, JN. m.,
on the 13th day of Ocfcl :r, 1910.
Claimant names as aril lesses:
Charles Closson. Santh Fe, N. M.;
simpnn vivash Romuldl ouez, Mar
tin, all of Pecos, N. M
A TERO,
MANUEL
,

a

&r-

MUCH

j

JjilUllUni

For Best Laundry Work

J

LINE'
I

i

-

t

deas

"SsSS.OO

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP
yearr

1

Hons of-- 41 iars.
1 1

'

-

New

hundred
semi-wee-

i

y

ly and d1
New A.
of public
where.

- ,i v

J

.

ir

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for uiiMuess ilte. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School lu the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ut au e'evatior. of 3,?(j0
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, fcet
til e rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beateJ, light
ed and modem lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cannon, President; W
G, Uamlitoa. Vice PreaMftt.;; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AlKiusou
and W
A FiDlay
For particulars an1 Illustrated i&talogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

'
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4

1
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Phone us, wewillbeffladtocallfor vour
laundry on Mondays and TuhsrinvH
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is euarantfeed: vn.-- r
socks are mended ay buttons
sewed on you shirt, without
extra charge.
PHONB RED 122.- PHOnB RED 12.

''j,

It..

j

Agents HU BBS LAUNDRY

"A."

"Our Newest Slate and Her Marvelous Resources" is the subject of a
very interesting article which appears
in this week's issue of Leslie's Weekly and which was written
by Hon.
William H. Andrews, delegate in ConMr. Angress from Xew Mexico.
are
drews says many things that
known to the people of this territory
but he also emphasizes certain points
that many people have never learned
conor have forgotten.
He shows
clusively that New Mexico comes into
the Union pretty well equipped for
statehood and possessing "the wealth
of the world'' to use the expression of
no less an authority than Baron von
ani
Humboldt, the great scientist
traveler. Mr. Andrews' article is as
follows:
Nearly every Republican and Democratic national platform for about
thirty years has favored the admission of New Mexico as a state. Nearly
every President, since and including
Polk except Cleveland favored
its
admission in messages to Congress.
President Taft, in an able speech, enthusiastically received by an immense
audience at Albuquerque, N. M., proclaimed he wanted all the planks of
the Republican national platform carried out with the plank of statehood
for New Mexico and Arizona. Postmaster General Hitchcock, chairman of
the Republican national committee, also, at that time, indorsed that statement in Albuquerque.
They had,
prior to that, made like statements
in Arizona.
The delegates from New
Mexico and Arizona know, and fully
appreciate, how they have stood by
their promise and the pledge in the
platform; and appreciate tlhe passage
of the bills by unanimous vote of both
Houses of Congress.
For sixty-twyears New Mexico
for compliance
has been pleading
with treaty rights. This is the
Congress having bills to admit TSJpot AfpYinn tn statphnnH for nnn- The record show5 fiftv.;
sideration
fiye bils presented . tne bilI ha3 pass.
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Equipped.
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TO THE UN3GN

TicklingoT dry Coughs Wll quickly
loosen when using Dr. Shodn's Cough
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tolls mothers to use nothing else, even for very
young babies. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a lung
healing mountainous shrub .give tne,ed one HmSe or the other twenty
curative properties to Dr Shoop 3 times and
HoRes SPveral times.
Cough Remedy. It calms
.jn 1876, when Colorado was admitted
,
mem-bronchial
and heals the sensitive
by five votes New Mexico also passe(t
branes. No opium, no chloroform, Dut the senate, by an unimportant
nothing harsh used to injure 6r sup-- j amendment, failed to concur in tlhe
.ccept House by five votes. New Mexico has
press. Demand Dr. Shoop's.
no other. Sold by The Cap'tal Phar-- ; 122,000 square miles; 72,000,000' acres,
50,000,000 acres yet unoccupied, sub- macy.
jject to land entry; the grandest pasIf you want anytnlng on eartTtrr ture to be found ; has 7.000,000 sheep,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
producing 30,000,000 pound? of wool
annually- has 1.500,000 Cattle: ships
200,000
cattle
T 1 TTlTnTn7
yearly; is rich in gold,
I A 1 1
Y si,yer cP"er' lead zinc. !ron ore; has
II
IlimTll'lT
billions of tons of coal, mines over
3,uuo,uuu tons a year, ana tne population is larger than that of any state
when admitted, except perhaps the
state of Oklahoma. There are 3,500
basket leaves Monday Tuesday miles of railroad and 500 miles more
Returns Thursday and Friday. under construction. There are fruits of
best in qualAGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop all kinds, large in b'.ze,
ify, including figs, but not citrus; vegeMrs.FO. BROWN Agent
tables of all classes, celery shipped a
Mesilla
thousand miles, asparagus,
Phone No 23 Red
tonic
. valley edible onion (excellent
for rheumatism or neuralgia), and ail
'cereals. Our wheat took first prize
HACK
for weight and quality at the World's
;Fair at Chicago, oats second prize.
New Mexico alfalfa yields three to
BARRANCA TO TAOS five crops a year. We have hay anda1'
products, besides the preMeets Both North South cIousfarm
metals mentioned- In various
Bounds Trains.
localities there are turquoise unexcel- Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot led in the world, garnets by the peck,
cut In beautiful designs, onyx
h
nrth hnnrvfl train and arrives
itpettrified wood peridots, bicarbonate
Taos at 7 p. m.
hil- Ten miles shorter than any other ,V Ma, marble of many colors,
of tons of gypsum, petroleum,
Good covered hack and good
way,
asbestos, salt in many places, building
teams.
stones in great variety and- colors.
Mak Pal
T Jala.?
merican Lumber Company.
The American Lumber Company, at
saaa.g'ex Goasekforta.'ble.
Albuquerque, is the largest In the
Unite! States, receives logs by one
or mere train loads a day and ships
lumbes and boxes to many parts of
both hniispheres, also to Africa, AusNew Mexico
tralia, Uapan, China.
has several large government reclamation projects, wiherein the governthe only
For 19
ment adVances millions to the settlers
first class tonsorial parlor toincfle relumed In ten to twelve years.
idina the Carlsbad, Hondo, Leas- in Santa Fe.
bur annl Engle or Rfo Giaadc, the
whn-- n
j latti .i a 1
h,ooo,ooo
OUR NEW FITCH
project,
boa:
a
and
makes
As
dam,
TREATMENT
tha largest
lakeHortvl-flvmiles long and from
is guaranteed to cure, (not only threto f fre miles wide. This will ir- relieve, inaaruti, lamng nair ac rigaU.i J)00 acres of land in New
other scalp irritations. We also Mexicq
jtas and Old Mexico, thus
ernment and other lands
carry a complete line of all the making
lvalue from one hundred to
lncreaa
popular hair and. facial tonics.
fl fild.
five hu
It also complies
HERPICIDE.DE LUXE QUININE Ot
ov ligations
with t
with Old
Mexico
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ays a debt of many mil

WOODTS

.

Readers of Leslie's Weekly Will
See How New State Is

Co.,

n

II

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Otr.cer Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors BANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

New Mexico's Marvelous
Resources

Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cash of it:
Hilario Baca, JDelgado St., Santr
N. M., says: "About two and a -- alf
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of. my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of paias in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
taking
prompt relief. I continued
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
long before every symptom of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giying Doan's Kidney Pills my
For sale by all dealers.

New Mexico Military Institute

Delegate Andrews Writes of

cure it.

States.

PAGE THREE.

HAVE IT?

EVER

Foster-Milbiir-

M.

Fine Schools.
has a dozen daily, one
h fifteen weekly, several
month- nd numerous
periodicals.
has as good a system
s as can he found any- V have from one to eight
some costing $50,000

A -

11

.

."

'a

:'.

.

J"F'k
x,

if

Superintendent.

ells Fargo k Company
Express
General
Express Forwarders

PROBATE JUDGE VICTOR ORTEGA.
Who is a Republican Candidate for Delegite to ihe Constitutional

The Hon. Victor Ortega,
probate
jmiKB oi saiua re county, ana wlio is
a cuuuuiate tor aeiegate to tne con
stitutional convention on the Repub
lican ticket, is well known in this
county. He was bom at Chimayo and
is still well under fifty years of age.
He was formerly a county
commissioner of Santa Fe county and dis-

TO

or more. There are l.SiiO teachers,
male and female, about 100,000 pupils;
many religious
denominations have
schools and colleges in many towns,
cities, villages and even in Indian
towns (pueblos)
with thousands of
pupils.
New Mexico has an advanced state
university, an agricultural and mechanical college experiment station,
three normal schools, insane asylum,
penitentiary, and asylums for the deaf,
dumb and the blind, miners' hospitals,
school of mines, military institutes,
several state charitable, penal and reformatory institutes; large, elegant,
legislative, executive and judicial public buildings, governors' mansion and
a large,- elegant state capitol. New
Mexico is , liberally supplied
with
churches, some towns having a score
or more of all denominations, including the Jewish and Christian Science.
Wealth of the World .
Baron von Humboldt, after traveling over both hemispheres, then going
over New Mexico, much of the time
on foot or on horseback, said, "The
wealth of the world would be found
in New Mexico."
And he found
for hundreds of years there had been
mined gold, silver, lead, copper, coal,
zinc and many precious stones up to
the diamond.
He was particularly
well pleased in finding turquoise that
were unexcelled in the world. At the
time he made the statement, part of
southern Colorado, that has produced
many millions in gold, silver and other vtilued metals, and all of Arizona,
whic:i is today producing more copper
than any state or territory in the
United States, if not in the world,
were part of New Mexico.
Fair Financial Condition.
New Mexico is in fair financial condition, having almost a million dollars
in its treasury, some of the counties
having over one hundred thousand
al
the twenty-sidollars, and
counties over a million dollars. The
four per cent bonds of the territory
and of most of the counties are quickly taken at a high premium. Two of
the counties are not in very good condition, Congress, toy a law, having
forced debts of several hundred thousands upon two counties, after the
supreme court of the United States decided them illegal and void. Now Congress in the enabling act gives a million acres of land, so these counties
may start with the state with clean
balance sheets. Senator S. B. Elkins,
when delegate, organized the first national bank in 1875. It now has seventy national, territorial, trust, loan and
savings banks.
New Mexico has the finest climate
on the "footstool" of the universe.
Mineral springs that cure almost every
-

x

particularly the "Great
Whi'e" plague, if visited in proper
time, end only excepting a weak heart,
being a little too high for that. No
and we don't
room for
want
people there.
New Mexico furnished five comof Roosevelt's Rough
panies, one-han
Riders, and in the
war had its dead and wounded on
Guas-ima- s
every battlefield, including Las
and San Juan Hill. Brave Captain "Bucky" O'Neil and "Ham" Fish
were among the first patriots to die
The regiment
for their country.
thinks they did no little toward giving
New Tork one of the best governors
It ever had and also an honest, brave,
weak-hearte- d

weak-Knee-

d

lf

Spanish-America-

JLL

Parts of the World.

All

Republican county committee and en
joys the ,.onfid(,nP(, of his fe'low Re
publican leaders.
He is the proprietor of a large
store at Cliima.vo anil has been a
cattle raiser in ihe territory.
The selection of Judge Ortega to
represent Santa Fe county in the concharged his duties with such efficien- stitutional convention can not but sive
cy that two years ago he was elected pleasure to his many
friends
and
adds strength to the already strong
probate judge.
is
a
Judge Ortega
member of the tick't nominated.
J

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
r DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

patriotic president,
honored,
respected and beloved by all the people, irrespective of partisanship.
New Mexico litis often appealed for
a voice as to who should be governors,
judges and other oflicers, and now Is
to have a voice in national elections.
The patient, peaceable, patriotic people make their appeal for statehood
in the name of liberty, law, common
justice and decency.
And thus
"Sail on, O Ship of State,
Sail into the Union, strong and great;
Let destiny before thee go.
To guide the way, New Mexico."

LIVERY STABLE

gr.-atl-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

IN NEW MEXICO'S

PASTURES

Tomorrow evening, Attorney Fran
cis E. Wood for the Republicans, and
Hon. H. B. Fergusson, for the Democrats, will meet at the Elks' opera
house at Albuquerque in public de
bate.

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw' lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 800.00 to S175.0O per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
Offers;

A Good Government
League has
been organized at Raton with the following officers:
President, John
T. F. Peter;
Majors;
secretary, Ray C. Haner; treasurer,
William Arkell. E. W. Fulghum and
T. F. Peters were named an executive
committee.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

t,

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

'

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are:
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO,

"Traveling by day and speaking
each evening Republican
campaign
workers are making a systematic tour
of the county. Before they have fin
ished their work they will (have visited and imparted in each precinct the
Republican doctrines regarding the
construction of a constitution for the
new state of New Mexico. Reports
from the travelers come into the Republican headquarters daily. Everywhere they go they are welcomed royally and find the people flocking to the
support of the Republican ticket. Six
routes were mapped out by the central committee.
From two to four
men are working
Las Vegas Optic.

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Caspar Avenu

POLITICAL

'Phone 9

LET US HE4R

.

RANCHES,
LAR(4K
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

if

on each route."

Particular care is taken that no outspeechmaking campaign fit leaves
is being made by the Republicans in
eastern New Mexico. At Fort Sum- THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
ner Governor Mills and
STABLE
Curry made rousing speeches yester- unless it Is in perfect condition.
day i to big mass meetings. At Santa Horses fresh, vehicle? clean and easy
Rosa on Sunday evening, Judge E. A.
span,
Mann will speak. He will be at An running. Drivers spick and
well pleased with
are
Patrons
always
ton Chico on Monday forenoon. He
of all kinds
is covering Curry county today and our service. We have rigs
ifor use at any time of day or night
tomorrow.
and
Curry
Hon. Epimenio Miera have been cam- and our charges are moderate.
in
paigning
Guadalupe county and
A vigorous

j
j

will be in Union county today and tomorrow going as far as Clayton. Judge
A. B. Fall is also in Union county.
Colonel E. C. Abbott will speak in
Las Cruces tomorrow evening.
A Reliable Medicine
Not a Narcotic.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says
Foley's Honey and Tar saved her little boy's life. She writes: "Our little boy contracted a severe bronchial
trouble and as the doctor's medicine
did not cure him, I gave him Foley's
Honey and Tar in which I have great
faith. It cured the cough as well as
the choking and gagging spells, and he
got well in a short time. Foley's
Honey and Tar has many times saved
us much trouble and we are never
without it in the house." The Capital Pharmacy.

4 Bl
Francisco St 'Phone

WILLIAMS

310 San

139

Ret

i

when apparently "run to seed" a little
svre equally benefited by our renovation treatment We put an entirely
new appearance on them, giving each

;

'.

j

'
.

I

I
v

garment a freshness that suggests the
original appearance when brand new.
We are prompt and careful with our
work and guarantee to all partons perfect satisfaction as well as contentment with the low prices charged.

Julias Maralter, Tailor

ft.

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket) excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

rarrvine the TJ. S. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

fit,
) t'i;

"
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It is not a question what President j'
Taft would like to do, but what he
can do, under the law, when he examines the constitution submitted by
New Mexico. If it does not conform
to the law as laid down by the enabling act, Jie must disapprove it, no
matter how much he would like to
see New Mexico come in as a state.

GOOD.

MAKING

FE NEW MEXICAN

The Las Vegas Optic, evidently
has been keeping track of the man
agement of th territorial penitenTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
for it says, and that with extiary,
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
the
cusable
pride in its townsman,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
warden:
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
"Since beginning his duties as war
den of tine territorial penitentiary in
Entered as Second Class Matter it the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Snnta Fe last .Tune Cleofes Romero
$3.50 has mad(J a
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mall
iarge number of improve-Weekl25
2.00 ments in the institution. One of the
Daily per week by carrier
year
per
first things Mr. Romero did on takDaily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65 Weekly, six months
ing over the reins of control was to
Daily, per month, by mall
.50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
start an immense garden. Though
Dail7, per year, by mail
the season was late he decided to put
:

't

j

M'JZT--.
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j

with-ir.or-

e
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lors-at-La-

MciAfE. Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA

t

h Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexios. Established In 1370

CARDS

...

:

C2Shifcr'

mm
f irs i national
F.

lie

$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

in New Mexico.

j

I

ml

FRAKR

L, 4, HDGKES,

!

PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.

j. b.

J. PALES, President,

i

seeds and
out a lot of garden
PAUL A. F. WALTER
plants. As a result a large number
to
sent
U
is
Attornay-at-LaThe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
Qf cabbages am, otner vegetables have
i
Xew Mexicc
Santa
Fe,
exculatM
and
a
growing
has
and
of
the
in
the
for
1)een
large
larder
the Territory,
1,rovlde(j
every postoffice
to the
without
Southwest,
the
of
ive
expense
and
penitentiary
people
progress
the
Intelligent
vmong
Chas, R. Easley,
territory. Seventeen convicts are em- - Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
S5fev
ployed in the gardens continuously.
(SaoNXgiLABrl?
Romero has set out about nine- EASLEY & EASLEY,
"ir.
v?'r-- '
ty trees creating a beautiful avenue
Attorneys at Law.
i
frnin tliA iitnifpntinrv tnwnrrl iho flnn- E. C. ABBOTT
'"But, all stens'to the contrary. It is ta Fe' station. He has used over 200,THE DIRECT PRIMARY A MENACE
Attorney-at-La' The direct primary is a menace to not too late to expect that the forces 000 brick in laying new' pavements
in
past bound the par- - and in repairs. Mr. Romero has es-t- j Practice ;n the District and Su
party organization, and in a govern- which have willtheassert
themselves at tablished a system of discipline that preme Courts.
together
Prompt and careful
ment by parties, organization is a
march-- ! is proving highly successful and has attention
as
between
and
that
have
to
are
Saratoga,
the
if
given to all business,
people
necessity
to suicifle or to success the dele-- j secured the friendship and loyalty of Santa Fe,
New Mexice
any real opportunity to express their ing
Take a home in- gates will not be long in choosing. the greater portion ol the convicts.
wishes effectually.
CATRON & CATRON
In precinct No. IS, a short Either this, 'or a Democratic victory The best of order is maintained
stance.
significant than that of 1890." out cruelty or show of unnecessary
time ago, at a convention primary, the
Attorneys and Counsel
in
believer
force, Mr, Romero being a
Office: Catron Block
vote stood "0 to 69 as between two
kind treatment.
AN IDEAL CANDIDATE.
.Santa Fe,
factions. The minority faction felt
New Mexica
"Mr. Romero's business-likway of
How earnest the Republican party
bitter, it even charged irregularities
matters
at
the penitentiary
in the count, but harmony was re- is about sending its very best men to handling
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
is llas won him the commendation of the
convention,
stored by giving this formidable min- the constitutional
Attorneys-at-Lato hie institution and
Practice in the District Courts as
ority due recognition and placing its demonstrated by the nomination of ""any visitors
He
officials.
is
of
territorial
many
leaders on the ticket as delegates. Judge Frank W. Parker in Dona Ana
well as before the Supreme Court ol
Such a compromise was wise. In a county for df legate. Judge Parker ac- at present in Las Vegas assisting the the territory.
in
in
carrying the county
direct primary the defeated minority, cepting the nomination, on he other Republicans
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
even though it ran only one vote be- hand, also proves his public spirited-ness- , the election of next Tuesday."
but
for
hind the majority, is
good.
for it would have been much
EDWARD C. WADE
scientific inves"A thoroughgoing
There can be no compromise, no con- easier for him to decline to be drawn
Attorney-at-Ladiscauses
of
of
chronic
the
cession, no recognition whatever of into an election contest. Of the ability tigation
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
it. The natural consequence will be of Judge Parker there can be no ques- eases and degenerative disorders,
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
that the defeated minority feeling tion; of his integrity his long and such as might be made by a federal Probate Court and before
the U. S
in
us
of
would
health,
put
as
department
as
that it is
the majority, honorable career on the bench leaves
strong
U. S. Land
and
General
Surveyor
of
would
which
knowledge
possession
will put up its own ticket and the par- no doubt. He is the ideal candidate
Offices.
ty whether Republican or Democratic, for the place and his services to the probably make it possible to save not Las Cruces
New Mexico
lesb than 500,000 persons who now
if disrupted. A few such incidents convention and
through it to the peo- drop into untimely graves at the perand instead of two great parties, the
will be invaluable.
The Republi- iod of their
RENEHAN
DAVIES
greatest usefulness."
TTnited States will have a dozen par- ple
cans of Dona Ana county have set an
This is the' claim made by Dr. J. A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davles
ties like Germany and Spain. No
of which they may well be H. Kellogg,
Attorneys-at-Lasuperintendent of a large
wonder one of the leading Republican example
proud.
If the doctor is
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
Michigan sanitarium.
newspapers of New York says:
The momentous questions that will correct or anywhere near correct
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
"Republican New York, like Repub- come before the constitutional conven- his declaration
is worthy of consider- specialty.
Office in Cairon Block.
lican California, has the direct pri- tion
need the intellect, the judicial ation by American citizens and states- Santa Fe
New Mexic
mary to thank for the troubled out- poise, the knowledge of
legal forms men. If investigations conducted by
look. In neither state is the situaand precedent for their solution of so a department of health would result
tion complicated by acute differences
G. W. PRICHARD
wise and experienced a jurist as Judge in the dissemination
of knowledge
on the tariff, prohibition, or other
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaParker.
is because the convention tlhat would enable half a million peoIt
important questions of party policy demands talent and
Practice in all the District Courts
ability of such ple, or even a tenth of that number,
which cut a figure elsewhere.
New
order, that the position of to care for themselves in such man- and gives special attention to cases
York, however, has not, like Califoris so highly honorable and in ner as to ward off the ravages of dis- before the Territorial Supreme Court.
nia, crossed the Rubicon.
There is delegate
no
or derogatory to ease clearly there is a duty for the Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
inconsistent
way
liowerfnl omiosition to the nariv hea
member
the
of the su- - federal government to perform, and
cf
dinity
for thus
ing pushed over. Except
an
for some statesman to
WILLIAM McKEAN
making a vital issue of an experiment- preme bench of the Territory. If the earnopportunity
the nation's gratitude by working
Attorney-at-Laal process in election machinery, an judiciary of the new state is to be
for the establishment of such a
Mining and Land Law.
experiment that has worked harm to elective, as many advocate, then certhe party in nearly every state where tainly, the constitution which makes
New Mexiou
laos
it has been put into effect, the New it thus, should be formulated by men
the
remember
Let
native
people
York controversy might have been of judicial temperament.
Fitting and
C. W. G. WARD
settled amicably and the fire of the wise, therefore, was the nomination of this. Today they number only
Territorial District Attorney
of the population of New Mexicombined forces turned on the com- Judge Parker, and citizens of both
co.
If their franchise and right to Fo, San Miguel and Mora Counties
mon enemy.
parties will honor themselves as well
New Mexico
duty and to hold office are guar- Las Vegas,
"Success being the inspiration and as their county and the common- jury
cannot
in
a
anteed
constitution
that
constito
him
the
wealth
by
sending
the objective of party organization.
be amended except by two thirds maR. W. WITTMAN
why blindly adhere to a thing that is tutional convention by overwhelming
jority, they will continue to enjoy
Draftsman
seen to be as destructive of Republi majority.
the full privileges of citizenship. Uncan unity as 16 to 1 was of Demo
furnished of records on flit
der initiative and referendum, how- in Copies
the U. S. Surveyo'- General's Office
cratic unity? In fact, the primary There is something
attractively ever, as soon as New Mexico is a
New Mexice
plan is another of Bryan's pet policies breezy about the following invitation state, the Democrats are most likely Santa Fe,
and, therefore, not to be hastily ac- sent New Mexico editors to attend to
an amendment to the conpropose
cepted as being as good as gold. Yet the Farmington fair and it certainly stitution to disfranchise native peo
PROBERT & COMPANY
Governor Hughes took it up and be is an
encouragement to matrimony ple, to keep them from juries and out
Investments
came its most powerful
advocate, and thrift:
of office. They have done this in AriLands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
while Governor Harmon, who shares
"The San Juan country and Farm- zona. They have committed similar
Money Loaned for Investors.
with Governor Hughes the high esWe have for sale general stocks of
are very much in the public outrages in other states wherever
ington
teem of the best elements of both parat present. Hundreds of peo- they had the power. They will appeal Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
ties, saw no good in it for the Ohio eye just
from all over Colorado are writ to race prejudice and there will be other Business Opportunities throughple
and
Democracy
discarded the idea in ing to find out
something of our coun- race war to the hilt, No native citi- out Taos county.
spite of Bryan's wrathful warning. try
and many of them want zen can afford to vote for any other
and
town,
Bank References Furnished.
Governor Harmon contended tlhat the
to come here and see what we have. ticket than tlhe Republican on next Taos,
New Mexico.
primary plan was not desired by the Of course we want them to come, and Tuesday, it is a matter of self
Democrats of the state. Or in other
word s, that the agitation for its adop- the time for such visit will be during
tion was not backed by a mandate our big fair this fall. We especially!
While the clean-uof the city has
from the voters, without which au- want the newspaper men to come. We
an "Editor's (Day", Thurs- been quite thorough there are yards
shall
have
thorization there was no call to put inday, September 22d, and would very! and vacant lots here and there still
to their hands a weapon
they were
as unpracticed with as if it were the much appreciate your presence. Wej choked with weeds and covered with
are sending you a complimentary tick refuse. The man who owns property,
boomerang.
et, good for every day of the fair and through his ownership, assumes the
"Governor Hughes had no such which will admit
yourself, and wife,! responsibility of maintaining it in
from
mandate
the people, either, and provided , you have one. This is a such condition that it shall not be a
those who combated his views from good country to invest some
in menace to health and not an eyesore
the viewpoint of party, expediency and we know the editors aremoney
always' to the public. This is especially the
did so in the face of no binding obli- looking
for opportunities of that case in towns and cities. It is quite
gation to party and people. Had they sort. Our town is a nice winter resort proper, that property owners who will
broken away from any of the stand- for
people from a colder climate and not assume this responsibility, should
ards of the Republican party they a summer resort for those from a be compelled by force of law and unwould be open to the charge of un- warmer one. Our
country is noted for der penalty of fines and even imprisfaithfulness, but in holding out against its delicious fruit, and free fruit every onment to obey ordinances passed to
so radical and risky a
departure from day ot the fair is one of the
keep the community clean and
established methods they rather gained than lost in public estimation. They
claim, as did Governor Harmon, that
In Idaho this week, the direct priThe first number of the Rio Grande
the voters are not back of the cry for Employes' Magazine has
reached mary law was given a trial. The rejusi
the direct primary. Then why go the editor's desk.
will
no doubt, sult is so mixed that a
ahead and commit party suicide, as by the success of Inspired,
the Santa Fe Em- be necessary. Of course, the tax
Republicans are doing in other states? ployes' Magazine, the new venture payers pay the freight even though
"And this fear of defeat at the polls will endeavor to knit together more the candidates must pay their own
is not peculiar
to the 'machine.' closely the 15,000 employes of tlhe Rio expenses in making a second camColonel Roosevelt, who has
just put Grande system and also to strengthen paign. The winners, no doubt, exhimself at the head of the primary the cordial relations between employ- pect to reimburse themselves eventuforces, is doubtful of final Republican er and employe. This in itself is suf- ally out of the public treasury, while
If you like (zood rioffee then
success, although his side may con-ti- ficient motive for the magazine, but those who lose will get- even some
you will surely be charmed
with.
the state convention and send it will also instruct and enlighten, other way. In the meanwhile, the
. the 'machine' to the
scrap pile. The will help to acquaint railroaders as cost of holding the primaries is runAND SANBQRNS
bitterness already engendered is not well as general public, with the won- ning into the thousands of dollars,
to be easily removed, he fears. Be- ders and resources of the
which
build
roads
would
and
tribbridges
country
SEAL BRIO"
sides, the colonel declares that there utary to the Denver and Rio Grande. and school houses if applied where
is no room for compromise. One side The cover of the fir3t number, for in- they should be.
It has a distinctive, Satisor the other must go to the wall. This stance, gives a superb view of mounfying flavor rich, mellow
is the logical stand for an advocate of tain and forest that would attract atand line the result of
Charges have been filed against
scientific, careful blending
the primary plan to take, for the plan tention anywhere for grandeur and Joseph F. Choate, the greatest lawof perfectly roasted coffees
from
the world's best planitself admits of no compromise no beauty.
of
American
Bar.
the
The chargyer
tation!!.
es are of the same flimsy character
give and take overtures of peace and
tt
The men nominated by the Republi- - that always characterizes attacks of
harmony such as characterize the convention method of nominations. The cans of Santa Fe county for the con- - that kind in Santa Fe as it does in
Fe Agents.
Santa
defeat of the minority is final and stitutional convention are big men New York. When a man of ambition,
absolute it has no voice in the mak- who will not look like pigmies among out of perverted disposition,
feels
ing of either ticket or platform.
It the members from other counties. that the public is not paying
would be hard to conceive of any
will be leaders in every sense4i cient attention to him and his antics,
course of action better calculated to of the word and they will be able to he forcibly turns the spotlight on
COMPANY
disrupt a party than by stifling the protect the rights of the capital and himself by making charges against
minority. As being subversive of Re the county in every particular. With some one better than himself, that the
publican success in New York, the them in the constitutional convention, public simply has to gasp. And that
direct primary issue as thus sharply there will be no capital steal like that is what he is after, cheap notoriety
in Oklahoma. .
and free advertising.
drawn could not be improved upon.
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Transcts a general banking business in all Its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds ol

:urity. Buys and sells bonds and
personal and cr.Haterai
stocks In al? markets for its customers.
Buys and selis
transfer
makes
and
domestic and te-iitelegraphic
exchange
on
terms
liberal
as
ij of money to all
world
civilized
of
the
parts
as are given by any money transmittal agency public ,or
r private. Interest allowed oil time deposits at the ratef three
5 per ceut per annum, on six months' or years'' tuye.
Liberal
5 advances made on consignments
f livestock an2 products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tte banking line,
and ains to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound baiik- '
d ing.
Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
n

'

nublic is re&pecfully solicited.
fKru nrmJirtntvn ,juuMjxnjirt.n.njAJmnnjuv
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THE

PALACE HfrTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large

the West

in

Saturate

Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHIKiffON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

j

one-thir- d

J. C.DIGNEO
LESSEE
Commodious Sample Room.

p

Now

PHONE 26

I

i

7

wait.

Serying

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL

CORONADOGLUPoRrERA

RATES $1.00 A DAY AND DP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in lanta Fe, with hot and cold water In
ervery room, and with bath on i vert floor the finest & best OAFE In
I
the Olty In connection with HfotPl. First class service suarantend.
Nice sample room on first lie
Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If you
nt first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

cncri

THIS WEEK
ONLY

antwRv
a
11

SALE ON

Ladies Silk aiud Lingerie Princes, Dresses
flain and Fane Silks, Plain and Fancy
W hite Goodflt.
mbroid eries and T.rs

USE

&

Station

PULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are

GROCERS

j

m Telephone

RESTAURANT W!L BZ OPENED SEPT. 15TH.

&Co.

H, S. KAUNE

-

Every Room steam heated' & electric
lighted, and best of help employed.

H .S.LUU

suffl-The- y

P-

BUILDING PAINTED and
RENOVATED THROUGHOUT

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

E. H. Clapp of the
is in the city.
Miss M. E. Disette

fgiHTOSCflHKEgMi

forestry service

went to Albuquerque yesterday.
H. C. Ilfeld, a Las Vesas business
man, registered at Gregg's yesterday.
Mrs. W. S. Burks of Albuquerque,
is a patient at St. Vincent's sanitari-

.

A LITTLE IfNEA&Ye&Jth
NOTEARS
BANK jACCOUTVT P

j

i

AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
at 5 per cent compound Interest and' you had that J200 and the Interest,
each dollar bill were a link tn a chain, that chain would reach from New
York to San Francisco ...
u'-il
Money grows In our bank If you will let it.
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
&
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
.

&

j

'

".

If 200

UNITED STATES BANK

fam-

ily left today for Roswell on a brief h
visit.
Misses Elsie and Tillie Jacobs have j
returned from a sojourn on the upper
Pecos.
Mrs. A. R. Gibson of Los Angeles, J
but formerly of this city is visiting
friends.
il
F. P. Kahnt, the well known Den- ver grocery salesman, is calling on
the trade.
B. Franklin of Albuquerque,
aid I!
who is. in the government service, is
at. the Palace.
Miss Wagner will leave next week
for Cincinnati where she will stutiy
at Mt. St. Joseph convent.

TRUST CO.

j

Assistant Territorial Traveling Au- iditor Joerns has returned to the capi- 'tal from a visit to Raton.
Chief Justice and Mrs. W. H. Pope
will leave this evening for Roswell.
They will be accompanied
by Mrs.
'

Hull.

At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to
slight the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.

Jesse Xusbaum, of the staff of the'
i
School of American Archaeology, re
turned yesterday from the Rito de los
Frijoles.
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
Mrs. F. B. Morris of Santa Cruz, is;
the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Leo;
j
Hersch at her home on Washington
avenue.
R. P. Rueth, the well known Chami-tWE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
!
merchant and partner of Hon. Is
AND
UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE' AND
IMPROVED
Samuel Eldodt, is calling on friends
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
in the city.
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen,
'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
minister in charge of the Church of
the Holy Faith, left this morning for
Ste our attractive list before buying.
Albuquerque.
Judge H. L. Waldo of Las Vegas,
solicitor of the Santa Fe Railway
C- Company, was in the city yesterday in a city anyway," said this victim of
Santa Fe, New Mexico
and registered at. the Claire.
rnnin mriositv. "They are always
R, B. Thornton of New York; James,
ettjng into trouble or getting someFor fr.U particulars call on or
D. Bridges of Philadelphia:
Fed Ko. 189
119 San Franclsct' St.
J. Miller bo(y it0 trouble. Bird dogs are all
add ess the above company Phone,
Fisher of San Francisco, are r,eht n,1lntine birds, and Saint Ber
traveling men registered at tlhe
rescuing victims from the
acesnow rr Newfoundlands saving kids
Hon. Frank Springer, who has been , m v.aterv graves.
But this dog- attending a meeting of the regents pronier.adiug in Santa Fe ought to be
of tQie New Mexico Museum at the
stopuei ."
Rito canon, left this morning for his! H is sai(1 ,nat some one is going
the dozen
Exceptional Bargains
home in Las Vegas.
the
to suggest to the city council
$1.00 $1.25 and
"Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGillivray jmnlBdiate muzzling of dogs that run
and Mr. and Mrs. Allan McGillivray unfette-eand
tt
will leave the early part of next
AT
WILSON RANGES
COST
Estan-- ; eiKS WILL HAVE
month on a trip to California."
'
cia Herald.
FINE PROGRAM TONIGHT.
J&
J&
dp
&
Martinez left this morn-- !
Benjamin
MATTRKS9B8- TENT
ing for Denver, where he will resume spikes and Kerr Will Play Some
FURNITURE HOUSK FURNISHING.
his studies at the Denver University.
Melodies on Rare Instruments
This is his senior year at that insti- Other Features,
Akers-Wagne- r
.
.
tution and will graduate from the de-- ;
The Elks' theater will probably
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
partment of Liberal Arts.
Miss Alice Candelario and her
as large an audience tonight as
er, J. S. Candelario, have arrived in iast night when that rocking chair
Philadelphia. They started for the gift attracted many. The program
a fortnight ago and visited Pitts- - night is a varied one aud will intro-jburRoom For Improvement
and other cities en route. Miss duce to Santa Fe a very clever niusi-- ,
Candelario will study in the east this ci;m, who will be heard on several in-- .
struments.
year.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Prager, who are!
Mr. Spikes is the man who "makes
in Santa Fe today were married at the ivories talk" at the Elks every
Las Vegas yesterday by Rev. E. C. night in the week and he can get some
church. wonderful effects with half a dozen
Anderson of the Methodist
The bride was Miss Eva Schnoke, and 0dd looking but sweet sounding rnusi-- j
both bride and groom are employes of Cal instruments,
the territorial asylum for the insane.! This is tonight's program as an-- I
The Misses Hull left this morning nounced by Manager Stanton:
"Willie"
for Albuquerque where they spent the
Western Comedy
day as guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. Selig's
"Daisies"
McQueen Gray at the university. This
Drama
evening they will join their mother, Vitagraph
Spikes and Kerr
Mrs. Hull and Chief Justice Pope, on
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
In tlheir $1250 Musical Act.
their way from Santa Fe to Roswell,
"No One Knows"
to
latter
them
the
city.
scarcely exist where the room has or the most famous
accompanying
will
physician
Rattles.
were
trout
small
of
"Thousands
our
I,umber. Every be of no avail if the medicine ordered
been built with
"
placed in the Gallinas river this mornarchitect and builder gives us credit is not exactly as it should be.
Marimbaphone
of Territo- - Medley
the
under
supervision
ing
for keeping the finest selection of
Bowed Down"
Heart
"The
Ganie
Warden
rial
Fish
and
Thomas;
THE DRUGGIST
Double Bell Alto Euphonioum.
P. Gable of Santa Fe. The fish are
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It Is all MUST WORK
"Miserere From II Trovator" .
and
from the government
too,
hatchery at
good, well seasoned timber,
'
doctor Creede, Colo. Mr. Gable arrived last:
Organ Chimes,
the
with
in
harmony;
perfect
and
from
Imperfections.
free
warpings
"The Borrowed Baby"
the
canon
with
an
went
the
and
has
be
up
responsibility.
equal
night,
Wo have it ready for instant use and We
Comedy
compound prescriptions with ab- fish this morning, and ' returned home Kalem
ior every purpose,' and tlhe' price3 are solute accuracy and
faithfulness. this afternoon." Las Vegas Daily: All pictures licensed by Motion Pic- ture Patents Company.
Have yours put up here so as to be Optic.
satisfactory to all buyers.
absolutely sure they are right.
MAYOR, SHERIFF AND
IS A "LICENSED";. DOG
"
MARSHAL ARE INDICTED.
LICENSED TO BITE.
i

REAL ESTATE

j

i;

It has never been the selling policy of
this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUALITY of our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

um.

Territorial Secretary Jaffa and

qumityTI

be:

SEWALL'S READY

i;i

MIX-E'- J

HOUSE PAINTS, and
SUMSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING
DURABILITY, and PERFECT ECONOMY.

a

I sANT APE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

O

LADIES OF CITY
TO COME TO US
LEARNED
LONG
SINCE
HAVE
TH1STHE DISCRIMINATING

S

FRUIT JARS

FRUIT JAR3

at
$150

GENTLEMEN!

ATTENTION

TOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
MEN,
WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL AS THE

j

d

LADIES.
NEW LINE
CEIVED.

of

EVERYDAY SHOES JUST

RE-

NoBETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE

Furniture Co.

PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT

j

fath-'h.av- e

$2.50

AND

$2.25,

$3,00.

g

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SoFT AND
CHEAP AT $5.00,
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
OUR PRICE $4.00.

j

j

'

j

BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4. 00.

,

;
j

cork

diamond special police shoes,

soles, most lasting and comfortable
shoes made

at $4.50.

"Glow-Worm-

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM
,

&

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Successors to

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

MILK

Telephone No U Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

If you are in need ot anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

New Mexica.. Printing Com
mny has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for school
ork. the desk, and also for lawyer
irt merchants: gixvl everywhere. Wc
will sell them at 5 cents tn book form.
The

AY

"Is licensed Cog licensed to bite?;, ;'.
i
X'Awn'rk .flhlo. Sent 1. In Its rel,
"i
oni
out
we
of
it?"
"What do
get
jport made today the Liking county
These and a few other queries are grand jury places the responsibility;
to be propounded to Mayor Seligman.for the lynching of the "dry" detec-- j
and the city fathers by an irate Santa tive Carl Etherington on July 8, on;
sfoer-- !
Fean who says that a dog, with a li-- the then mayor of Newark, the
or
chief
inthe
iff
of
and
county,
Liking
cense tag embellishing his neck,
of the calf of his right leg, and seem-- : police ot Newark, all of whom have
ed to think that he had a license to since resigned or have been deposed.
indictments were returned
serted his fangs in the tender portion Fifty-eigdo so.
by the grand Jury during its sitting,!
"I don't see why people want dogs all in connection with the lynching,

IS;

f

W. N. T0WNSEND
CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V.BOYLE

CliRMDON

A

Mgr.

POULfRl

PANSY

CO.

&

PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Chickens
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and Whiteon A'yandotteo.
clean wholesome food
and fed
are yarded In the orchard under the treesnor
Ptomaine poisoning!
chance of Tuberculosis germs
only NoFOR
HATCHING.
EGGS

r

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

...
'

AT $4, 25,

'

24 Hour Electric

and

diamond special vicij kid, snappy,
comfortable, worth
dressy, neat and
a five dollar note of any mans money

DAY

.tcHT

i'jj;

J.

g&MlS

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

- i and See
.fvU
them in Operation

Light Company

til
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Palace.
Las Vegas;
R. B.
Thornton, New York; Frank Bond,
Kspmiola; R. 1'. Kucih, Cliamita; Jas.
A. Mennett,
D. Ilri.lgfs, Philadelphia;
Sr.. Las Vegas ; Jesse Nushaum. City;
ii. Franklin, Albuquerque; W. R. Hil-d- t
brain, Denver; ... Miller, J. W. Fisher, San Francisco; E. H. Clapp, H. S.
Forestry Set vice; F. p. Kahnt, H. S.
Denver.
Claire.
U. M. Jenkinson.
St. Louis;
John
C, Prag- .Inerns, City; Mr. ana Mrs.
it, Las Ve!,as; A. J. Merchant, St.
Joseph, Mo.; C. P.. Galbrat'i, Franklin,

Company.
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The Woman's Tonic
"After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
writes Ars. Wm. Milliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Cardui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
"Before taking Cardui, I had suffered front female
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
"I think there is some of the best advice in your book
that I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try it

BY WIFE

,1

The rou
and
sept.
ready justice o Wyoming, wlfich in
cludes tying a brutal husband across a
chair and letting his abused Jife use
a rawhide on bis naked back,
really
injustice, according to Donald F. Say- lor, the husband, who sued Ifs wife
for divorce, setting out the cruil treat
ment to which be was subjected in
Wyoming as grounds for the separa- tion.
The Saylors were living ne
Chey
enne at the time, and were net living
ia harmony. Saylor says tha he
ways treated his wife, Martha,
kindness, but that she circulat d false
reports to the effect that he wis beat- ing her. One day, he says. vjhile he
was riding to Cheyenne, he wis stop
ped by three mounted cowboys, who
leveled their pistols at him ajid told
him to follow. They took him back
to his own house.
There a dozen other cowboy greeted him. They tied him to a chair, took
his clothes off and gave a
rawhide to Mrs. Saylor. They incited her
to lash him across the back Until he
was a mass of blood. When Mrs. Say
lor was exhausted they cut him loose
and told him to get out, but he fell on
the floor in a faint. Seeing that he
could not move, the cowboys left hinr
with the. warning that if he did not
leave the state the next day he would
remain there a corpse.
Saylor says
he left his home the next day, intend
ing to leave the state, but by the
time he had staggered to Cheyenne he
collapsed and was ill in bed for two
weeks. As soon as be was well
enough he took his leave and said
good-byto Wyoming. He never re
turned.
uaKianci,

h

Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

East or West

six-fo-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
Paso Texas.

e

SUMMER

TOURIST RATES
VIA

-

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

j

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

mjjL-j- r

LIVED THREE DAYS ON
DIET OF OATS.
'

NEW MEXICAN BLDCi.
Or Union Depot.

THE TIME:
October 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
THE PLACE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
THE OCCASION: NEW MEXICO

THE FIRST STATE

FAIR

AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
SIX SOLID DAYS OF RECREATION, INCLUDING
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING- RACES
-

BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
K very species of new

"

and Instructive amusement will be provided
Including

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other Information
JOHN B. MeMANUS
CRIELLY,

President.

Locked in Box Car, Tramp Had to
Spend Three Days Without Wa-- j
ter Given Six Months.

New York, Sept. 1. With oats in
his hair, ears, mouth, pockets and
shoes, Joseph Patrick, 39 years old, of
Montreal, Canada, halt fell and was
half lifted out of a freight car on the
Long Island railroad as the train stood
on the switch at Carlton and Atlantic
avenues, Brooklyn.
The man had been three days in a
car filled with oats. To hold off starvation he ate oats. It was dry diet
and the first thing he did when found
was to gasp for a drink of water. In
his three days' ride he had not dared
to sleep, for the shifting of oats in
the car threatened him with suffoca-Itio- n
and he had to be on the alert
constantly against the sliding of the
cargo. When the car bumped on
trestles or ounded switches it raised
'a smothering dust,
i
"I got in the car at Little Falls, N.
!Y., late Sunday night," he said, "I
wanted to get back to Montreal where
I belong.
It was all right when the
car wasn't in motion and I was snug
on top of the oats. But
enough
then the door was locked and the
j

j

train started.

Fourteen high class shows and sensational free acts.
Furnished by THE C W. PARKER AMUSEMENT CO- -

J. E.

It's a pity when sick ones drug the
stomach or stimulate the Heart and
Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
means
Stomach,
weak Stomach
nerves, always. And this is also true
of the Heart and Kidneys.
The weak
nerves are instead crying out for help.
This explains why Er. Shoop's Restorative is promptly helping Stomach,
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Restorative reaches out for the actual
cause of these ailments the failing
"inside nerves." Anyway test the Re- storative 48 hours. It won't cure so
soon as that, but you will surely know
that help is coming. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN

.Secretary.

Write fo: Ladies' Advisory
for Special instructions. aii6

"Glory be but I had a grand time.
iWith the train niovin' the oats was a
regular quicksand and every time I
went to He down I'd slide In. It kept
me scramblin' the whole time to keep
me red head above water, I mean oats.
But, of course, it isn't all complaiuin'
I'm doia'. The car might have been
loaded wid buckshot. Ye can ate oats.
" 'Tis a horse's die but 'twas a Jac- kass I'd ever been to get into the car,
so I took me medicine. I munched me

j

'

Dept.. Chittanoora Medicine Co.. Chattanoojs. Tenn
book. Home i reatiueni tor Women, sent iree.

;ynT!,yrwJ

A'HifirtriiilMI

1.

4

Register.

J43

Husband Now Brings Suit for I ivorce
Rough and Ready Justice on
the Frontier of Wyoming

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the

-to

habit-formi- ng

ACROSS NAKED BACK.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

El

ut

Jonos, Kansas City.
Coronado.
X.
Thomas Arandas, El Paso
Palmer. White Oaks; I). G. riar:
en us: W. C. While. Kspanola; .Thom
as (ianionos,
K. C.
Pennsylvania;
Price, Cowlus.

12

ASK FOR TICKETS

-

4

4

Gregg.

Ry. train No.121 in rivltiK in Hawson, N. M. at 615 D
Ry. train No. 123 loavinic Dawson N, M. at
a. m
meets trains at Preston N. M.
Pass'-ncearrive anil depart from HeMoines as follow
NORTH HOUND:
SOUTH KOHN I)
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10 44a. m.f .
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.'
Track connection with A. T. A. S, F. Ry. at Raton and Preston
O AS Rv at
lies Moines hi P, s. w. Ry, at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & with
at
Cimarron. ?. M. which is depot or following station Oeate, Northwestern
Miami.
Rayado
ana Red Lakes, N.M.
I'te Park. N. M. is depot forthe followlni? stations In N. M. Arroyo Seco Aurora
Ral.ly Black Lakes, Cerro, Kllzahethto-vn- .
Lobo, Ciuesta, Ranchos de Taos Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Daily. fFla, tDaily except Sunday
fe
J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. F
Raton, N. M.

The Best Route

j

H. C. Ilfflil, I.as Vegas; T. A. Ellis,
El Paso; F. J. Joynen.sen,
Denver;
V.
P.
George Anderson,
Chicago;

('oniiectswlth K. P. A S. W.
fi omiectowlth I'.. P.S. W.
st.aac for Van Houteti X. .VI,
trains
(.'.AS.

I

ut

Pa.

10

1, 1910.

Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August, Zl, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1903, made Homestead Entry i Serial
0C910) No. 8445, for NE
SW
SE
and NW
Section 8, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. 11., on the
27th day of October, 1S10.
Claimant names a- witnesses:
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
all of
Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Women

d

You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow complexions,
dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired, worn-oexpressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
vitality to the worn-owomanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind.
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.
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Pale-Face-

If. L. Waldo,

Railway

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

HOTELf ARRIVALS!

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &
Pacific

M.

.iflte

Wit!

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made witn AutomobUe
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. in. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaugban at 12:30 a. no.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

lIEfiil

oats like a truck horse. But 'twas a
fearful time I had without water."
He was taken to the Berger street
police station and then to the Fifth
avenue police court, where his an- swers concerning himself to Magis- trate Nash were so evasive that toe
Patrick
that
magistrate decided
would have to go to the workhouse for
six months.
" 'Tis small care I have o' that,"
said Patrick departing, "unless they
have oatmeal for breakfast. If they
do, I'll break jail."

j

Safe Medicine for Children.
Foley's Honey and Tar is a safe and
effective medicine for children as it
does not contain opiates or harmful
drugs. Get only tne genuine f oiey .s
Honey and Tar in the yellow pacKage.
The Capital Pharmacy.
.

res

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
From the New Mexican of this date

SOGETIES.

cide by swallowing an ounce of carbolic
acid in the dining room of her home
MASONIC.
2127 Irving street. She took the acid
before the eyes of her husband and
Montezuma Lodge No
nine children and fell to the floor, dy- & A. M. Reg1, A. B
A
was
doctor
ing almost immediately.
ular communication
called, but could do nothing to help
first Monday of eacl
her. Jamison said that his wife took
month a Masonic hail
the acid accidentally after a fit. He
at 7.30 v. m.
a
medimistook
bottle
she
the
for
says
H. H. LORMAN,
cine.
Immediately after his wife
Acting Master.
died, however, he told of the quarrel, ALAN R McCORD,
Secretary.
and the deliberate taking of the pois
on. Jamison and bis wife returned
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
nome irom down town. They were
R. A. M.
Regular conquarrelling as they went up the street
vocation second Monday of
and they continued their quarrel ineach month at Masonic
doors. The family sat down to dinHall at 7:30 p. m.
ner and husband and wife continued
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
to wrangle.
Suddenly Mrs. Jamison ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
jumped up and ran to the cupboard!
in which the carbolic acid was kept
Santa Fe Commindeiy No.
and swallowed the contents of the
1, K. T.
Regular conclave
bottle.
She died within a few
fourth Monday in each
utes.
month at Masonic Hall at
Jamison is a commission merchant
7:30 p. m.
with offices at
5
Market street.
J. A MASSIE, E. C.
When seen at his home after the suiE. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
cide of h's wife he was in a state of
utter c0'lapse.
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. I
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free
meet
A pleasing, good, high grade,
truly on the third Monday Masonry
of each month
flavored, amber colored cup of coffee at
o'clock in the evenine In
can be had-- an
without the real Cof- - Masonlc
th
fee danger, or damage to health-- by
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are co
simply using Dr. Shoop's new substi - iMlv invitP(1 tn non
tute, called "Health Coffee." Pure,
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
etCmake
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
both healthful and t.atisfying. No 20
Secretary.
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. "Made
in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. If servB. P. O. E.
ed as coffee, it's taste will even trick
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
an expert. Sold by Frank Andrews. holds Its regular session on the
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
A J. FISCHER.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
I

1411-141-

1890.

-

Sat- -

on

The county commissioners
rtirpftert that, the clerk issue a
proclamation for the state election on
October 7 and selected most of the
judges for such election. A few
names have yet to be filled in for
some of the outlying precincts. The
county assessors' books, corrected so
as to make tax .sales binding, were
also received by the board.
Hon. A. L
president of
the territorial Republican league, re
turned yesterday from San Marcial
and Socorro, where he addressed
large and enthusiastic Republican
meetings.
Judge Morrison is one of
the best and most convincing speak-- j
ers in the country and is doing yeo-- j
man work in the cause.
Colorado's State Press Association
will arrive at the Montezuma
hotel,
Las Vegas Hot Springs, at noon on
the 5th of September, and remain for;
two days. There will probably be be-- j
tween forty and fifty persons in this; Elizabethtown
"The Aztec mill is
excursion which will be under the di- - now
on ore from the Ben Hur
running
rection and charge of J. P. Hall, tht
and we understand the results
Colorado passenger agent of the
ta Fe. The time is auspicious to ask are very satisfactory as this is a trial
the Colorado scribes to come to see test of the cyanide treatment on this
Santa Fe.
ore. Wilson and Faris, of Cripple
George Curry, the Democratic
have secured a bond and lease
iness for assessor, decided, after n
tne Montezuma mine, near
to withdraw from the race, bethtown, Colfax
county
and will
and sent in his resignation to the
operatlona in the near f t
deter-:
Since his
ecutive committee.
Thi
v,.
j. 3
mination became known his friends $300,000 in
in
the
gold
early days of
all over the country, have urged Mr. the Arasta. L. O.
Haberstick is showCurry to allow Ihis name on the tick-- ,
some fine
et. It is understood he has decided ing up
ore on the Pay-ormine, on the west
to abide by the action of the executive
side. Lyons and Sutherland have their
committee, whatever that may be
arastra running on the Harry Lyons
Lincoln Independent.
group at Sulphide and are making the
Your kidney trouble may be of long property more than pay development
as they go along. Hawkins and Comstanding, it may be either acute or pany,
of Cripple Creek, who are dechronic, but whatever it is Foley's
on the Red Bandana group
veloping
to
willt
aid
it
of
rid
Remedy
you
get
are
several men and we unworking
natural
quickly and restore your
the mill on this property will
health and vigor. "One bottle of Fo- derstand
soon start
ley's Kidney Remdey made me well," a force of up. The Deep Tunnel has
eight men, and are making
said J. Sibbull, of Grand View, Wis.
Commence taking it now. The Capital good headway. They are nearing the
3,000 foot work in this deep bore, your
Pharmacy.
correspondent saw some very heavily
mineralized rock coming from the
TOOK CARBOLIC ACID
IN FRONT OF FAMILY. breast of this property a few days
ago." Questa Gazette.
Denver, Sept. 1. Following a quarrel with her husband, James B. Jami- neoouna
wnen excellent wont can
son, a commission merchant, Mrs. Lil be done right at home. Consult tn
lian Jamison, aged 36; committed sui- - New Mexican Bindery.
Mo-riso-

-

j

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's Invited to attend.

AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8
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ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST LOUIS

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

NEW YORK
12 Hour
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

It is the nature of women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
&
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferTrain Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
ings for the Joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, durinst the neriod of wait
a. m. Daily.
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is used
in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort For information regarding freight
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea tv counter.
and passenger rates etc. ca I
action, prevents backache and numbneBS of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
at city office, 'Laughlin Block
system lor a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
or Phone 145.
for her a quick and complete recovery. Mother's Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book for
BXDectant mnthnra.
L. H. GIBSON,
ebadftrt.t) EEGITLATOE CO "

SantaFe

Atlanta,

Ga,

City

EJ

Paso

Frt & Pass. At.
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CHICHESTER SItttFILLS
lMh
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THE

Pi

REFERINITIATIVE
AND
ENDUM.
At this time a large portion of the
people of the territory seem to be
more or less Interested in the proposed Initiative and referendum clauses
of our constitution. Many plausible
reasons for their adoption are urged.
It is proposed to return the government to the people. Many voters who
have doubtless given the matter but
superficial consideration appear to be
heartily in favor of these measures.
Their advocates are very enthusiastic
concerning them. From the zest of
their advocacy it may be inferred that
they think all public evils would be
speedily eradicated by the incorporation of these measures into the con-

-

legislative enactment, I think not only
experience but reason as well refutes.
Where is the law ever formulated by
the initiative in any state that other
states have not gotten by legislative
enactment? Where is the corporal ion
measures made abortive by the referendum? Where is the existing law today that the people of any state would
have killed by the referendum? If
these questions cannot be answered
by conc rete examples, what actual
foundation has the
argument for
either?
Do either of them promise enough
to make us willing to run the risk of
havii.g our constitution turned down?
If they are incorporated should the
nrmrer of petitioners be placed so
low that a few irresponsibles can ho d
up the appropriations for the support
of the state institutions? Or tbu
rjironrts could delav the oneraiiois
of statute8 passed for their eontrcl?
nr that tho nomile oWi ho rm.fnan.i
ln teir juagment by having submit-tha- t
ted to them at ea..h election, a hao- p,ng in 0reKorii a great number of
foolish bus? 0n the wnole is it ot
better t0 ait until otner statPS have
tHed the experiment? If they find it a
Sliccess it wiu be time. enough lor us.
Woul(J it not De better to be sure of
immediate staehood? Why endanger
of
it bv cnooslne the
unl)rovP(i dreams'

111

your irrutj'Ut for y
ir.ulliA

1MIU in Kt-and 4,0 Id
tfjuei, sca.e.1 with Rlie

fcilJ-.-

"

Take no other. Buy of jour
m8el.t. A kf .rHH fK.TErt3
lIAUONI It RAMI
P1M.H. fo, HA

years known as Best, Safest. Atwivs Reliabl.

SOID BY HfiUGGISTS FVFRVWHERE

ability, chosen from all walks of life,
were empowered with the drafting of
a code of laws, and given unlimited
time, that it would bp impossible for
them to foresee everything that might
arise and provide for it. This being
true, who would expect laws formulated by initiative procedure to have any
great value?
Ii is quite common for the advocates
of these measures to endeavor to put
tlieir opponents in a hole by asking
whether or not they believe the people
have sense enough to govern them- selves. Naturally no public speaker
cares to assume this position. It
would seem that it is a very poor case
must defend itself by an appeal
to prejudice. Personally, I am not
averse to taking the position that the
people en masse have not the ability
so to do. Direct government is not
a new thing. It is old as history. It
has been repeatedly tried and has fail-ed. It seems to me that a real study
would convince anyone tnat wunout
proper safe guards it would be cer- tain to result in failure. That a great
:rass of people giving every moment
of the day to their usual avocations
would yet be able to pass very lntelli- gently upon the various laws submit- ted to them to say nothing of draw
ing laws themselves would be a rather
ridiculous position. What is everybody's business is nobody's business.
It results in being poorly done or left
unuone
That a system which sub- -

stitution.
It is urged that if corporations and
other interested parties get vicious
legislation enacted it may be held up
by the referendum, that if the legislature should refuse to enact desirable
legislation the people themselves can
pass necessary laws. Stated thus,
nothing could look more attractive.
But experiences of the past has shown
that it Is not every fair sounding
proposal that realizes all that it

M.

PAGE SEVEN.

RE WOULDN'T DARE.

that

valley afd the El Faso delegation
would cone kp by special train and in
a body. Vol will hear some niobe
abfuit tl is !;er.

The goitynor of New Mexico,
J. .Ttills. has named a strone
legation from the state at large. He
eked onh 'men who would promise
Wherever there was any
oubt abou; it, the man was not put
n the delegation, and careful inmiirv
as made to find one that would.
rherefore. you may count on the state
lelegaiion Is being one of the strong- lost and mast remesentative in ihe
congress.
"It. K. Twitchell, first vice president
of the coiitress. wfao was secretary of
the board of control at Altnmiiemtie
when
was chairman, is one of the
most a tivo men in New Mexico, or,
for tha matter, anywhere
in
the
west, ii trying to make your congress
a success. The New Mexico attend
ance at the congress will demonstrate
that, fait."
Mr. lopewell talked interestingly of
the forthcoming constitutional convention in New Mexico, in view of
He said the convenearly stitehood.
tion wuld be a most important affair, aid that it would consider reforms that have been agitating
the
west, stch as the initiative and referendum, the direct primary, and the
'ike. Jr. Hopewell considers
that
the coistitutional convention
will
have a majority in favor of the initiative ind referendum, on a 23 per
cent batis, he thinks.
"This nakes me think of one of my
Irisn frimds," said Mr. Hopewell,
"who sad the other day that it looked like ,ve were going to have that
inifiativ and refer 'em!'
"Serioisly New Mexico is agitated
to a tnmendous degree
over the
coming constitutional convention. The
"wmuaieu
rjy
"
sive
the new state a constitution that will
be an inportant and
document,"
Mr. Hipewell said that New Mexico
was mating great strides in interna!
improvenents, and that the irrigated
acreage of the new state was being
increase.;, very perceptibly.
"Much very much, of our present
Mr.
prosperiy and development,"
Hopewel. said, "we attribute directly
to the nsults of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque in 1 Iu8."
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FOR RENT Furnished house, four
rooms. Inqi.ire 3' J Washington ave.
FOR
RENT Six room
modern
brick co' age. Appl; O. C. Watson &

Co.

J.

Pw"
a man is a bachelor
Tommy-- P,.
SAlf 88 r 'y - laite-Pa-Yesg
,
"?wuntil he gets married, isn't he?
at Santa 'p Planmg Mill.
son.
my
Tommy And what does he call him- ALE-- Slx
F0R
standard bred
self afterwards?
horseB- - 2 Jersey cows- - Address Mrs.
Pa-- Ah!
I shouldn't
like ,n
M- - sMurphy, Espanola, N. M.
you my bov

"
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FOR SALE Lands irrigated by tb
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.

THE DEFINITION.
--

I

Michael, Real Estate.

i

Choice Fruits and Sweet Apple Cider delivered daily from Riverview
Ranch, Tesuque,
(formerly Miller's
ranch). Telephone orders. Red 126,
3 rings.
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Fianza
Oficial y Juramento,
I
otner, rmz sena namp
suppose
me
mistake
you
can
a
be
for
or
the people
laws
thus passed
Illustrated book seal!
so
now
continued
till
me
great relief,
pliego.
C
!
fool?"
nnpHicila rm nd direction in- V
j can get worthy measures through in I lANur.ilM'i.iiiiiiiii. jifMUAidPTn
I am again in perfect health." 'The
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
"Mistake you? My dear boy,
A JEW 1
& l?.t
this way which they could not get by )25ec.
Capital Pharmacy.
know you too well!"
pligeo.
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In case No. 1301, WTirt, Gomez & the stockholders.
the Capital Pharmacy, bet in the Gross, Kelly and Company, a corporagame and he ai the Elkl theater: an tion, appellant, from Bernalillo coun- Co., appellant, vs. George E. Kutz, ap'A decree may accordingly be
ty, the judgment of the lower court is pellee, from Rio Arriba county, mo- drawn granting the relief prayed in
Monday evening.
To the Members o- the' Archaeologaffirmed in an opinion by Associate tion to retax costs sustained and the complaint and as provided by
ical Society of New Mexico Owing Justice M. C. Mechem. This suit was judgment affirmed as modified.
Chajter 79 of the Laws of 1905."
Court
to the faulty condilim of the mem- brought by appellees against appelat four o'clock.
Upon this finding of fact, after conto
the
over
pres- lant to recover damages, the appellees
Several important rules were hand- siderable delay, on the 18th of Sepbership lists turned
some
ent treasurer it is known that
alleging that appellant as their fac- ed down and will be published in full tember, 1908, the court entered a deof tor had in his possession a large tomorrow.
notification
have not received
cree, based upon the foregoing findtheir annual dues. Neither wer? no- amount of wool, which appellees had
A pleasant incident of the afternoon
ing of fact, appointing one James
tices mailed recently to those who instructed appellant to hold for 18 : session was the presentation of a
Sims of Lincoln county, receiver of all
had paid their dues, because of piblic cents per pound, but that appellant
present to Associate Justice M. and every the estate, real, personal
.
announcement of the recent rcep-tion- had failed to obey said instruction and C. Mechem, in a clever speech by and mixed of the Eagle Mining and
It is therefore hoped tba all had sold said wool at a less price to Chief Justice Pope, to which Judge Improvement Company, with power
who have ever been riembers of the appellee's damage.
Appellant denied Mechem replied very briefly hut feel- to collect and take possession of all
Nq BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
society will consider themselves on relation of factor. Case was tried to ingly, incidentally remarking that Mrs. the properties and assets of the corEACH SACK YOU BUY YOUGET A GUESS AT
noUhe roll, and will, without furthei
a jury. Verdict directed in favor of Mechem did the
That he make an inventtalking. The present poration,
THE WEIGHT OP THE SIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
tice from ine treasurer, attend, tc the appellees.
The syllabus says:
is a superb silver tea set.
of the same and abide the furory
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AMD
payment of the annual dues. The, l; Allegations as to time need not
ther orders of the court.
Yesterday Afternoon.
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUEShING THE
membership roll is b3ing revised, and be proven with precision,
At no time in tlhe proceedings was
In case No. 1250, Eagle Mining and
date.!
to
down
ex-2.
will
be
'
The evidence in this case
brought
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
shortly
in the injunction provided in section 72
Improvement
Company,
plaintiff
E. Linney, Treasurer.
jamined and held that appellant was error, vs. Robert E.
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
Lund, defendant of chapter 79 of the laws of 1905 grantFor Benefit of Cemetery Fund
appellee's factor.
money if not entirely satisfactory.
in
from
Chaves
error,
county, the ed or issued, by tie court as directed
a. Where instructions
Tickets for the concert nd moving
eiven hv
writ
of error was dismissed with costs in his findings.
showElks'
it
the
to
be
given
picture
principal to a factor were not contemFrom this decree appointing a retheater on next Monday vnning, far poraneously with the advancement or yesterday afternoon in an opinion by
Piione No. 4.
No. 4.
the plaintiff in error sued out
Associate
ceiver,
From
R.
E.
Justice
Wright.
the benefit of the Rosarid Cemetery consignment, but were given before
a decree appointing a receiver, the his writ and brings the matter before
or reserved the sale and were received,
Fund, can be exchanged
accepted
seats at Fischer's drug stbn without and acquiesced in, such instructions plaintiff in error sued out his writ. this court.
The opinion does not go into the
extra charge.
were as binding upon the factor as if James Sims of Lincoln county wag the
Who Left This Umbitella? Some given at the time of the advancement receiver appointed for the Eagle Min- merits of the main case but dismisses
ing and Improvement Company. The tue writ because it was sued out from
kind hearted, thoughtful
entleman or consignment.
called at the New Mexican 's offices to- an, interlocutory and not a final de4.
Held there were no disputed statement of facts is:
de- cree.
This
umbrella!
an
is
action
the
as
an
left
the
;
by
brought
and
of
fact
day
just
requiring the subquestions
fendant in error in the district court
OF
heavens grew cloudy. Iti will be put mission of the case to the jury.
The syllabus says:
to good use, kind sir
OUR
5. Where a principal instructed his of Chaves county under the provisions
1. Where the plaintiff in error files
factor to hold wool consigned by the of Sections 72 and 73 of Chapter 79 a transcript of the record, but not, as
Owinor to the ereat demand for these ponds which hnvi
we have decided through a special request from many who were
O'NEILL CASE IS AFFIRMED
V pectations,
principal at a certain price and fa- of the Laws of 1905 for an injunction required by section 20. chapter 57 of
uuu ivjrtm-u- m weeK
saie,ioconiinueour Kazor sale torone more
ctor failed to hold and sold at a lower restraining the plaintiff in error, a tlhe Laws of 1907, ten days before the
week. We still have on handa
goodassortmentof all the leading brands.
(Continued From Pate One)
organized under return day of the writ, and also files
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your Choice
price. Held upon suit brought by mining corporation
Wo.ter.hoim I. X. L. No. 14S Lewi. No. 105
the
laws of New Mexico, with its
to
recover
from
principal
assignments of error, but not before-thdamages
Brandt No. 10O
I J 4 C. each
WortenholmPipeNo. 149
DeLallo might relocate ti em and then the factor the principal is entitled to
office and all of its property
return day of such writ, a motion
Rosen Ruor No. 116
Blue Steel No. 117 ) worth$2.5o
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and elabor.
The claims recover of the factor the difference within the county of Lincoln, from to dismiss the writ of error, on those
convey them to O'Neill.
half
to
at
ately finished, go
price.
were originally the proierty of the between what the wool actually sold continuing to exercise its corporate grounds, not made until after such filNo. 111. $1.47
S3.S0 Brandt No. 115, $1.77
I
No. 1 1 2. $1.97
$4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, $2.47
and Smelting for, and the highest price attained by powers and franchises and appointing ing, will be denied. Armljo vs. Abey-tia- ,
Consolidated Minin
Brandt s Beit No. 119, regular price $5.00. our price $2.97 eacia
5 N. M. 533.
All razors are full hollow ground aud set readv for use.
Company for which Fred J. Otero was the wool up to the date of the trial a receiver to take charge of and
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated
The opin- - fixed by the principal.
the properties and effects of
appointed special master.
2.
A decree granting an injuncR.
ion is by Associate Jiitice E.
In case No. 1350, S. T. Gray et al., the plaintiff in error. Objections were tion and appointing a receiver for an
BRANDT
RAZOR STROPS
;
Wright.
j
which are sold and advertised everywhere at S2. Our price 97c. each
plaintiffs, vs. Robert H. Taylor, et al., taken to the form and sufficiency of insolvent corporation under the proThe Brandt
Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
Torrance County CourtjHouse Case. defendants, from Lincoln county, an the complaint, but It is not necessary visions of sections 72 and 73 of chapCdee on VOUr razor, with fewer strnk.x than flnv
nther fitrrtn nti tUm
In case No. 1213, Mlcario. Torres, equitable action brought to restrain to pass upon such objections at this ter 79 of the laws of 1907 is a final
auurket
Guaranteed never to become bard or loy. Mail order? filled.
... nn,
'
.
..
J
ml
Tm
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
appeuiiui, vs. me xiuaia ui vuum.j ana enjoin tne erection of a court time, and therefore no further state- decree within the terms of the Organe
Commissioners of the cjunty of
The Rexall Store.
ment of the contents of the pleadings ic Act relating, to appeals and writs
and jail at Carrlzozo, the
appellees, the judgment of the ment of the lower court is affirmed in will be made.
of error,
,
lower court is sustainedjin an opinion favor of Carrlzozo. The opinion is by
$2.00 Razor Homes 97c.
Upon the filing of the complaint the
3. A decree
appointing a receiver to
Mail Order
by Associate Justice Abibott. It was Associate Justice Frank W. Parker. court made its order to show cause take possession of all and
Filled
every the
the
action
to
an
restrain
chief
com!
in
Jus-the
for
brought
and
Associate
the
Justice
relief
Pope
why
prayed
estate, real, personal and mixed of
mm
iiiiirh-i..- ,
immiim mm
board of county commissioners of Tor-- , tice Wright concur specially and file plaint should not be granted. Upon an insolvent
corporation with power
ranee county trom ouiicnng a court separate opinions.
, the return of the order to show cause, to collect and take possession of all
der the "Miserere" from the opera of house or other county) buildings at
in jonn Kin" appellant, vs. Levy and after answer had been filed and the properties and assets of the cor"II Trovatore." Don't miss it.
Estancia for the reasoij that it was Taber, appellee, on motion to retax hearing had, the court granted a pre- poration and to make an inventory of
The Guild Meeting The Guild of not the lawful county set. The sylla- - costs, in an opinion by Associate Jus-th- e liminary injunction restraining the the same and to abide the further or(Continued From Page two.).
Church of the Holy Faith will bus says:
tice Wright, motion to retax costs of corporation from transferrins of or ders of the court with relation there- meet tomorrow, Friday afternoon, at
"An action brought by a taxpayer to'
was granted and the costs tax- - j disposing of its personal properties, ito considered by itself, there having
appeal
FOR SALE New furniture for five u ou
j tiuttt ciu wc uvuic vj. iTxio.
jj. ibtrLiaiu a uutuu ol uutpiy uumuua- - e(j
'
against
appellee
roomed house, or will sell any
leiusing, nowever, at that time, to ueeu nu mjuuciiuu previously grantpart of Renehan.
Isioners from contracting! for or erect j In case No
Carrle M. CMId- - graht the Btatutory injunction prayed ed by the court as provided in section
it M. L. Burrows.
Ladies' Aid Society The Ladies' ing a court house of jail at a certain ers, executrix, etc., appellant vs. for in the
complaint and further re- 72, of chapter 79 of the laws of 1905,
Prepare to Go to the Elks' next Aid
of St. John's Methodist town because said town was not the Frank A.
Society
the
Hubbell,
at
appellee,
time to appoint the re- is properly classified as an Interlocuthat
fusing
Monday night.
The big concert and
church will meet at 2 lawful county seat of that county, for ' vloiis indtrnient was mnriified the rnts ceiver
show will be an
as prayed for in the complaint. tory order or decree and not isubject
unusually attractive , o'clock tomorrow, Friday afternoon at the reason that the act of legislature
one.
being taxed in favor of appellant.
Thereafter, after various hearings had to appeal or writ of error.
me nome or Mrs. reward Wheeler.
designating said town to be the coun- Case No. 1217, Gallup Electrical been had upon motions for rehearing
Woman's Aid Society The WomHear the
and several ty seat Is unconstitutional and void,. T.isrht rviinnanv annoiw ttq fafifir. and new
;
an's Aid Society of the First Preihv- - other selections on
trial, the court, upon the NEBRASKA LEGISLATORS
the Marimbaphone is a collateral attack on the validity
HAVE TAKEN PLEDGE.
ap- - 22nd of
of
appellants
filed
its
1908,
findings
June,
at
ElkS' t0Dight- - PrlCeS aIWayS 10. ' the locatio ot aid
seat and Peal from
of Mr,
county was re- - facts as follows:
atter- - and la cents.
therefore not maintainable,
stored to the docket to be heard on
Omaha, Sept. L A result of the
xiuuu m z:3U o clcclt.
"Upon the pleadings and proof sub
,
n.. ..ff
the fic.tLei ui, upTickets for Monday Evening Tick- Other Cases,
canvass of votes at the recent: r,H.
ui ine
found
it
is
uaj
court
mitted,
Miserere From II Trovatore You ets for the concert
the
that
by
nic-!
In No. 1337. P. H. Goesline and on nnestinn whether tho nntra
and movine
c.oi tlhe defendant corporation is insolvent mary elections on members of thd
will be well
repaid if you come to the ture show at Elks' theater next Mon- - Adolph Goesliug, partners doing busi- - on was contrary to public
policy,
and cannot, a now conditioned, con- state legislature shows triaf thA Ota.
Elks' theater on Monday
evening to
on
evening can be procured at eitHi- ness under tfhe firm name and style cause an agreement to refrain from duct its
hear Mr. Teare and Miss
business in the future with neu plan will be almost certainly car-Hinojos ren- - er Fischer's, or Zook's drug store, or of Goesling Brothers, appellees,
vs. the public utility business.
to
the public or advantage to Statesout in tne election of United
safety
senator..
".
nn mi n
nrmrr
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FOR FALL AND

NEW SAMPLES AT THE BIG STORE

WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

NOW
The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.

We are local representatives of the
American Ladles Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
man-tailore-

garments for women, made to
individual measure. We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. . Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

READY

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
ready-madeThe
suits
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost

Our Own Guarantee

e

s.

man-tailore- d

man-tailore- d

cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure in
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter In our store will take all ot your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
Style and individuality.
They will
give you all the
effects.

man-tailore- d

d

We guarantee you complete satisfaction. This guarantee covers fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received Is not all
you expect, you
right to refuse

have

it

the

perfect

The makers stand

back of us in this guarantee. It is for
them to fulfill it and for us It enforce
it.

We will see that "yon

get
AS

satis-factlo-

:
!

-

man-tailore- d

M. Kayser, Director
Each garment will be made under
direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfectloix.

Please Come and Se

the personal

FOR FALL AND

INT ER

1910

1

1

Come and see this Fashion Port
folio. It Is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. P:-- k out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If
you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt
delivery.
)

:I)

